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Abstract 

 

Software-defined radio concept offers high flexibility through the 

modulation/demodulation functionality implemented in software. 

HackRF one is an open mid-range SDR hardware platform which is 

available in the market. Proposed method was designed and 

experimentally carried out to transmit and receive digital data source 

through GFSK scheme. Four scenarios were designed which were 

scenario I, II, III and IV by placing the transmitter and receiver in frour 

different positions and conditions. The digital data source was in form of 

wav music. The results show that the digital data was successfully 

transmitted in all scenarios. Each scenario produced different signal 

power where it was 12dB, 10dB, 9 dB and 5dB for scenario I, II, III and 

IV respectively. It can be concluded that HackRF one as a mid-range 

hardware platform has been successed to perform SDR transmission. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main software-defined radio (SDR) idea is a high speed sampling and ADC/DAC 

modules directly the radio signals which is received and decode any contains [1]. 

Flexibility concept is considered as the strength of SDR. For instance, there is no 

requirement to change or modify the hardware where there is a change of modulation 

scheme; new DSP software is loaded to perform the necessary processing. This 

approach allows for ease of adaptability, shortens development effort and greatly 

reduces cost and complexity [2]. In other words, SDR is a radio communication 

system where components that commonly implemented on hardware are implemented 

by means software on a personal computer or embedded system [3,4,5].  

Frequency Sift Keying (FSK) is frequency modulation scheme which the digital data 

transmitted through discrete frequency changes of a carrier signal. It is the most 

general digital modulation in high-frequency spectrum. Modulation techniques are a 

crucial role since it defines data that purpose to be transmitted. FSK scheme has 

dynamic characteristics to carrier signal with respect to time. The data are transmitted 

by shifting the frequency of a continuous carrier in a binary manner to one or the 

other of two discrete frequencies. One frequency is designated as the “mark” 

frequency and the other as the “space” frequency. The mark and space correspond to 

binary one (1) and zero (0) respectively [6]. FSK demodulator performs recovering 

the original message from the modulated waveform [7]. Demodulation is processed 

when the receiver receives modulated signal. The demodulation processes the 

modulated carrier signal to get the original data or in formations [1]. 

HackRF one is one of open source hardware platform which is classified as mid-range 

system. It functions as transceivers with full-featured system and it has adequate 

sampling rates and spectral bands. The HackRF One is able to be functioned as USB 

peripheral or it can be programmed for standalone operation. The RF frontend 

features a programmable RX/TX gain and baseband filter. If more advanced 

applications (such as radar) are to be used, Clock In and Clock Out lines are provided 

on the HackRF One for timing synchronization across multiple devices [2]. As a 

middle range system, HackRF One has also intermediate price which can be 

purchased for USD 300. This paper proposed to implement HackRF One as mid-

range SDR hardware to transmit digital data through Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 

scheme. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Joseph Mitola, defined the term in the early90s as an identifier of a class of radios that 

could be reprogrammed and reconfigured through software. Mitola envisioned an 

ideal Software Defined Radio, whose physical components were only an antenna and 

an Analog Digital Converter (ADC) on the receiver side. Likewise, the transmitter 

would have a Digital Analog Converter (DAC) and a transmitting antenna. The rest of 
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the functions would be handled by reprogrammable processors or software. Software-

Defined Radio (SDR) provides software control of almost every radio function, 

including modulation, multiplexing, amplification, super heterodyne mixers, multiple 

access and other transmitter and receiver processes. The software should have the 

capability to add new air interfaces without reloading the entire set of software [8].  

 

2.1. Software Defined Radio Device 

There are available two kind devices of SDR hardware which are functioned as 

transmitter and receiver. The transmitter hardware has usually receiver functionity or 

in other word transciever. The avalaiblity of SDR hardwares encourage popularity of 

SDR since it is also a powerful and full-featured concept in delivering instruction in 

the area analog and digital communications. Those are series of hardware in 

supporting SDR instructions which offers a range of capabilities and price. Such 

higher-capable systems include the networked series of the Universal Software Radio 

Peripheral (USRP) platformthat allow for complete stand-alone radio systems, able to 

acquire and process large portionsof the RF spectrum. A mid-point system is  the 

HackRF One, with both receive and transmit capability, sample rates of up to 20 

MS/sec, and operating up to 6 GHz. At a very modest price but with surprising 

capability are systems such as the RealTek RTL2832U stick, sampling up to 2.4 

MS/sec, operating up to 2 GHz (where these systems double their usable spectrum 

through the use of Complex Sampling). 

Table 1. Available SDR devices in the market 

 

 

2.2.GNU  

GNU Radio is a free & open-source software development toolkit that provides signal 

processing blocks to implement software radios. It can be used with readily-available 

low-cost external RF hardware to create software-defined radios, or without hardware 
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in a simulation-like environment. It is widely used in hobbyist, academic and 

commercial environments to support both wireless communications research and real-

world radio systems.  

 

Figure 1 GNU Radio  

GNU Radio performs all the signal processing to write applications to receive data out 

of digital streams or to push data into digital streams, which is then transmitted using 

hardware. GNU Radio has filters, channel codes, synchronisation elements, 

equalizers, demodulators, vocoders, decoders, and many other elements in the GNU 

Radio jargon, we call these elements blocks) which are typically found in radio 

systems. More importantly, it includes a method of connecting these blocks and then 

manages how data is passed from one block to another.  

GNU Radio applications are primarily written using the Python programming 

language, while the supplied, performance-critical signal processing path is 

implemented in C++ using processor floating point extensions, where available. Thus, 

the developer is able to implement real-time, high-throughput radio systems in a 

simple-to-use, rapid-application-development environment. GNU Radio Companion 

(GRC) is a graphical tool for creating signal flow graphs and generating flow-graph 

source code. GRC is bundled with gnuradio [9]. 

 

2.3.Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 

FSK is the most popular digital modulation form in the high-frequency spectrum. 

FSK encodes data as a series of frequency changes in a carrier. FSK conveys 

information by decreasing the carrier frequency for the duration of a 0 symbol and 

increasing the frequency for the duration of a 1 symbol [6, 10]. One advantage of 

using frequency to encode data is that noise usually changes the amplitude of a signal; 

modulation systems that ignore amplitude tend to be relatively immune to noise. The 

FSK which is preliminary filtering by Gaussian filter is called Gaussian Frequency 
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Sift Keying (GFSK). It means that there is no difference of the modulator cicuits; 

however the bit stream passes through Gaussian filter. The Gaussian in GFSK refers 

to the shape of radio pulses; GFSK confines emissions to a relatively narrow spectral 

band and is thus appropriate for secondary uses. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

3.1. Hardware Implementation 

HackRF One from Great Scott Gadgets is a Software Defined Radio peripheral 

capable of transmission or reception of radio signals from 1 MHz to 6 GHz. Designed 

to enable test and development of modern and next generation radio technologies, 

HackRF One is an open source hardware platform that can be used as a USB 

peripheral or programmed for stand-alone operation [11]. Specifications of HackRF 

one device are 1 MHz to 6 GHz operating frequency; Half-duplex transceiver; up to 

20 million samples per second; 8-bit quadrature samples (8-bit I and 8-bit Q); 

compatible with GNU Radio, SDR#, and more; software-configurable RX and TX 

gain and baseband filter; software-controlled antenna port power (50 mA at 3.3 V); 

SMA female antenna connector; SMA female clock input and output for 

synchronization; convenient buttons for programming; internal pin headers for 

expansion; Hi-Speed USB 2.0; USB-powered; open source hardware. 

The proposed method is shown in Figure 2. The digital data which was wav music 

modulated through transmitter and broadcasted to the air. The receiver then captured 

the signal and demodulated. It reproduced the result in an audio sink. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed Method  

The demonstration of the design does not require a significant amount of elements. 

Most part of the hardware can be seen in the figure 3. The devices are needed for 

present study is as follow: 

1. Two computer stations. One for transmitting design and other for receiving. 

2. Two HackRF one. The hardware’s have transmitting and receiving capabilities. 
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3. Two telescopic antennas.  

 

 

Figure 3. Hardware Implemetation 

 

Both computer need to have GNU Radio companion installed. It is important to 

highlight that GNU Radio installation does not include native support for HackRF 

one. Thus, it is needed to visit Great Scott Gadgets website and download the drivers 

required to make HackRF one compatible with GNU Radio. 

 

3.2.Software Implementation  

The GNU Radio design includes the transmitter and the receiver. The output 

frequency is 433 MHz in ISM band which is a free space to transmit. Figure 4 shows 

the block diagram of the transmitter that is described as follow: 

 

Figure 4. Transmitter block diagram 

Gfsk_loopback was created as option to generate the interface engine (GUI) that 

would be rendering the results. Two variables of the transmitter which were sample 

rate 8k and sps with the value 2. The digital file source of this study was wav form 
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with the interpolation and decimation value of 8. Throttle block with the sample rate 

10k proposed to keep the sample rate constant when the hardware attached to a 

computer. Packet encoder was for an encoder and it controled introducing structures 

for syncronization. GFSKMod was for modulating the GFSK signal with 

sample/symbol of 2, sensitivity of 1 and BT 350m. Osmocom sink used to link the 

interface with HackRF one to control the output with the sample rate of 1M, 440M 

frequency, RF gain of 10 dB, IF gain of 20 dB and BB gain of 20 dB. 

 

Figure 5. Receiver Block Diagram 

Figure 5 shows receiver block diagram. Osmocom source was interfacing HackRF 

one and working as input. The variables of this block were in line with the osmocom 

sink in the transmitter. GFSK Demod proposed to receive IQ signal and demodulated 

it with design of sample value of 2, sensitivity 1, gain mu about 175 m, Mu about 500 

m and omega relative limit about 5 m. Packet decoder received package transmitted 

and extracts the information with the treshold value of 1. Rational resample block has 

interpolation of 8 and decimation of 10 to recover signal into a suitable audio 

sampling rate. Audio Sink reproduced the received signal to the computer speaker 

with the sample rate of 8k. QT GUI Frequency sink block was designed with FTT size 

1024k and bandwith 126k to present the signal being received in the frequency 

domain. Quadrature Demod Gain was 1 to convert the complex signal in a time 

domain representation. QT GUI Time Sink block presented plots the signal on time 

domain into the interface. It designed with number of point 1024k and sample rate 8k.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this project, initial experiments are conducted with the GNU Radio design in order 

to evaluate the performance of the system. The running of the designs described 

earlier presents some results through the window interfaces. The received signal 

frequency spectrum and time domain in real time are presented in the receiver. It is 

possible to see the frequency and time domain signal from transmitter side. Figure 6 
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shows a sample of signal received in frequency and time domain.  

 

Figure 6. Received signal  

When there is no signal being received the spectrum, the power level of the noise 

spectrum is only illustrated. A regular pattern of the signal on time domain can be 

observed from the previous figure. If there is no signal being received the regular 

pattern of GFSK does not appear on the time domain interface. Figure 7 shows the 

result for absence of signal. 

 

Figure 7. Absence Signal 
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Several environment measurements are performed in order to evaluate if the system 

works properly. The interface is deployed to measure the signal reception quality. 

There is 10 dB of signal being received in other simulation. 

 

Figure 8. Signal Power Measurement 

 

Further, both transmitter and receiver were placed in multiple locations in 

experimental environment. The environment was designed in 3 m x 6 m that consist 

of two rooms. These two rooms were connected by a door. Four scenarios were 

design to carry out this experiment. The transmitter placed in fixed position. Receiver 

placed in four different positions which were position I, II, III and IV as illustrated in 

the Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Experiment environment 
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Table 2. Experimental Results 

Scenario Point Distance Power Result 

I A 2m 12 dB Music ON 

II B 4m 10 dB Music ON 

III C * 3,7m 9 dB Music ON 

IV C ** 3,7 m 5dB Music ON 

* Door opened. 

** Door closed. 

 

Table 2 describes that there are different power in each scenario. The first scenario 

carried out by placing the receiver in point A with the distance about 2 m between the 

transmitter and receiver as shown in the figure. This scenario produced power of 12 

dB and the music was able to be received and played in the receiver device. The 

second scenario taken place by placing the receiver in point B in separated room with 

the transmitter with 4 m distance from the transmitter. This scenario produced power 

10 dB. The music was on in the receiver device. The third and fourth scenario were 

conducted by placing the receiver and transmitter in the separated room with the 

distance about 3.7 m. The difference was that the third scenario conducted without 

closing the door, but the fourth scenario conducted with the closed door. The results 

show that the third scenario produced 9 dB while fourth scenario was 5 dB. The music 

was able to received and played in both scenarios.  

  

5. CONCLUSION 

This project aims to implement Software Defined Radio (SDR) using HackRF One as 

a mid-range open source hardware to transmit and receive GFSK signal and evaluate 

receiving performance. Various scenario measurements were carried out to assess the 

performance of signal reception quality. GNU radio proposed as a software platform. 

All signal processing blocks were written using the C++ programming language, 

while the python was used to link among blocks.  

The results show that the digital data was successfully transmitted and received by 

proposed method. It produced different power in each scenario which was 12dB in the 

scenario I, 10dB in scenario II, 9 dB in scenario III and 5 dB in scenario IV. The 

Gaussian frequency-shift keying (GFSK) filters the data pulses with the use of a 

Gaussian filter in order to get smoother transitions. The filter can reduce the sideband 

power and the interference with adjacent channels with increasing the inter-symbol 
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interference. Gaussian filtering is a typical manner to decrease the spectral width so it 

is known as "pulse shaping" in this application.   
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